HIGHLIGHTS

- **Collaboration with M&A Practice**
  Wilson Sonsini's tax practice represents both companies and funds in conjunction with the mergers and acquisitions practice, which involves a wide range of domestic and international transactions, such as public and private acquisitions, buyouts, corporate restructurings, spinoffs, and recapitalizations.

- **Recognized Practitioners**
  Several of our tax attorneys have been recognized among the leading practitioners in their field by such sources as *Chambers USA* and *The National Law Journal*.

OVERVIEW

Wilson Sonsini's tax practice encompasses all areas of federal, state, and international tax law for technology, life sciences, and growth enterprises at all stages of development. We provide representation to both companies and funds in conjunction with the firm's mergers and acquisitions practice, which involves a wide range of domestic and international transactions, including public and private acquisitions, management and leveraged buyouts, corporate restructurings, spinoffs, recapitalizations, and joint ventures.

In addition, our team counsels clients on domestic and international tax planning and represents clients in matters before the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.